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Abstract
Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) is a key technique for solving agent coordination problems. Because finding cost-minimal DCOP solutions is NP-hard, it is important to develop mechanisms for DCOP search algorithms that trade off their solution costs for smaller runtimes. However, existing tradeoff mechanisms do not provide relative error bounds. In this paper, we introduce three tradeoff mechanisms that provide such bounds, namely the Relative Error Mechanism, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism and the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism, for two DCOP algorithms, namely ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT. Our experimental results show that the Relative Error Mechanism generally dominates the other two tradeoff mechanisms for ADOPT and the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism generally dominates the other two tradeoff mechanisms for BnB-ADOPT.

1 Introduction
Many agent coordination problems can be modeled as Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) problems, including the scheduling of meetings [Maheswaran et al., 2004], the allocation of targets to sensors in sensor networks [Ali et al., 2005] and the coordination of traffic lights [Junges and Bazzan, 2008]. Complete DCOP algorithms, such as ADOPT [Modi et al., 2005], find globally optimal DCOP solutions but have a large runtime, while incomplete DCOP algorithms, such as DBA [Zhang et al., 2005], find only locally optimal DCOP solutions but have a significantly smaller runtime. Because finding optimal DCOP solutions is NP-hard [Modi et al., 2005], it is important to develop mechanisms for DCOP algorithms that trade off their solution costs for smaller runtimes. Some complete DCOP algorithms, for example, allow users to specify an error bound on the solution cost. ADOPT is an example. Some incomplete DCOP algorithms allow users to specify the size $k$ of the locally optimal groups. These DCOP algorithms partition the DCOP problem into groups of at most $k$ agents and guarantee that their DCOP solution is optimal within these groups. The class of $k$-optimal algorithms [Pearce and Tambe, 2007] is an example. However, efficient implementations for $k$-optimal algorithms are so far known only for $k \leq 3$ [Bowring et al., 2008].

We therefore seek to improve the tradeoff mechanisms of a subclass of complete DCOP algorithms, namely complete DCOP search algorithms. ADOPT is, to the best of our knowledge, the only complete DCOP search algorithm with such a tradeoff mechanism. Its Absolute Error Mechanism allows users to specify absolute error bounds on the solution costs, for example that the solution costs should be at most 10 larger than minimal. The downside of this tradeoff mechanism is that it is impossible to set relative error bounds, for example that the solution costs should be at most 10 percent larger than minimal, without knowing the optimal solution costs. In this paper, we therefore introduce three tradeoff mechanisms that provide such bounds, namely the Relative Error Mechanism, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism and the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism, for two complete DCOP algorithms, namely ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT [Yeoh et al., 2008]. BnB-ADOPT is a variant of ADOPT that uses a depth-first branch-and-bound search strategy instead of a best-first search strategy and has been shown to be faster than ADOPT on several DCOP problems [Yeoh et al., 2008]. Our experimental results on graph coloring, sensor network scheduling and meeting scheduling problems show that the Relative Error Mechanism generally dominates the other two tradeoff mechanisms for ADOPT and the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism generally dominates the other two tradeoff mechanisms for BnB-ADOPT.

2 DCOP Problems
A DCOP problem is defined by a finite set of agents (or, synonymously, variables) $X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\}$; a set of finite domains $D = \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_n\}$, where domain $D_i$ is the set of possible values of agent $x_i \in X$; and a set of binary constraints $F = \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_m\}$, where constraint $f_i : D_{i_{11}} \times D_{i_{12}} \to R^+ \cup \infty$ specifies its non-negative constraint cost as a function of the values of distinct agents.
$x_{ij}, x_{ik} \in X$ that share the constraint.$^1$ Each agent assigns itself repeatedly a value from its domain. The agents coordinate their value assignments via messages that they exchange with other agents. A complete solution is an agent-value assignment for all agents, while a partial solution is an agent-value assignment for a subset of agents. The cost of a complete solution is the sum of the constraint costs of all constraints, while the cost of a partial solution is the sum of the constraint costs of all constraints shared by agents with known values in the partial solution. Solving a DCOP problem optimally means to find its cost-minimal complete solution.

3 Constraint Graphs and Pseudo-Trees

DCOP problems can be represented with constraint graphs whose vertices are the agents and whose edges are the constraints. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT transform constraint graphs in a preprocessing step into pseudo-trees. Pseudo-trees are spanning trees of constraint graphs with the property that edges of the constraint graphs connect vertices only with their ancestors or descendants in the pseudo-trees. For example, Figure 1(a) shows the constraint graph of an example DCOP problem with three agents that can each assign itself the values zero or one, and Figure 1(c) shows the constraint costs. Figure 1(b) shows one possible pseudo-tree. The dotted line is part of the constraint graph but not the pseudo-tree.

4 Search Trees and Heuristics

The operation of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT can be visualized with AND/OR search trees [Marinescu and Dechter, 2005]. We use regular search trees and terminology from A* [Hart et al., 1968] for our example DCOP problem since its pseudo-tree is a chain. We refer to its nodes with the identifiers shown in Figure 2(a). Its levels correspond to the agents. A left branch that enters a level means that the corresponding agent assigns itself the value zero, and a right branch means that the corresponding agent assigns itself the value one. For our example DCOP problem, the partial solution of node e is $(x_1 = 0, x_2 = 1)$. The $f^*$-value of a node is the minimal cost of any complete solution that completes the partial solution of the node. For our example DCOP problem, the $f^*$-value of node e is the minimum of the cost of solution $(x_1 = 0, x_2 = 1, x_3 = 0) [=23]$ and the cost of solution $(x_1 = 0, x_2 = 1, x_3 = 1) [=15]$. Thus, the $f^*$-value of node e is 15. The $f^*$-value of the root node is the minimal solution cost. Since the $f^*$-values are unknown, ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT use estimated $f^*$-values, called $f$-values, during their searches. They calculate the $f$-value of a node by summing the costs of all constraints that involve two agents with known values and adding a user-specified $h$-value (heuristic) that estimates the sum of the unknown costs of the remaining constraints, similarly to how A* calculates the $f$-values of its nodes. For our example DCOP problem, assume that the $h$-value of node e is 3. Then, its $f$-value is 11, namely the sum of the cost of the constraint between agents $x_1$ and $x_2$ [=8] and its $h$-value. The ideal $h$-values result in $f$-values that are equal to the $f^*$-values. For our example DCOP problem, the ideal $h$-value of node e is $15 - 8 = 7$. Consistent $h$-values do not overestimate the ideal $h$-values. ADOPT originally used zero $h$-values but was later extended to use consistent $h$-values [Ali et al., 2005], while BnB-ADOPT was designed to use consistent $h$-values. We thus assume for now that the $h$-values are consistent.

5 ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT

We now give an extremely simplistic description of the operation of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT to explain their search principles. For example, we assume that agents operate sequentially and information propagation is instantaneous. Complete descriptions of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT can be found in [Modi et al., 2005; Yeoh et al., 2008].

We visualize the operation of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT on our example DCOP problem with the search trees shown in Figures 4 and 5. Unless mentioned otherwise, we use the consistent $h$-values from Figure 3(a), which result in the $f$-values from Figure 2(b). The nodes that are being expanded and their ancestors are shaded grey. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT maintain lower bounds for all

---

$^1$Formulations of DCOP problems where agents are responsible for several variables each can be reduced to our formulation [Yokoo, 2001; Burke and Brown, 2006]. Similarly, formulations of DCOP problems where constraints are shared by more than two agents can be reduced to our formulation [Bacchus et al., 2002].
grey nodes and their children, shown as the numbers in the nodes. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT initialize the lower bounds with the $f$-values and then always set them to the minimum of the lower bounds of the children of the nodes. Memory limitations prevent them from maintaining the lower bounds of the other nodes, shown with crosses in the nodes. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT also maintain upper bounds, shown as $ub$. They always set them to the smallest costs of any complete solutions found so far. Finally, ADOPT maintains limits (usually expressed as the thresholds of the root nodes), shown as $li$. It always set them to $b$ plus the maximum of the lower bounds $lb(r)$ and the $f$-values $f(r)$ of the root nodes $r\ [li := b + max(lb(r), f(r))]$, where $b \geq 0$ is a user-specified absolute error bound. For consistency, we extend BnB-ADOPT to maintain these limits as well.

ADOPT expands nodes in a depth-first search order. It always expands the child of the current node with the smallest lower bound and backtracks when the lower bounds of all unexpanded children of the current node are larger than the limits. This search order is identical to a best-first search order if one considers only nodes that ADOPT expands for the first time. BnB-ADOPT expands nodes in a depth-first branch-and-bound order. It expands the children of a node in order of their $f$-values and prunes those nodes whose $f$-values are no smaller than the upper bounds.

ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT terminate once the limits (that are equal to $b$ plus the tightest lower bounds on the minimal solution costs) are no smaller than the upper bounds $[li \geq ub]$.

Thus, ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT terminate with solution costs that should be at most $b$ larger than minimal, which is why we refer to this tradeoff mechanism as the Absolute Error Mechanism. Figures 4(a) and 5(a) show execution traces of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT, respectively, with the Absolute Error Mechanism with absolute error bound $b = 0$ for our example DCOP problem. Thus, they find the cost-minimal solution.

6 Proposed Tradeoff Mechanisms

We argued that it is often much more meaningful to specify the absolute error on the solution costs than the absolute error, which cannot be done with the Absolute Error Mechanism without knowing the minimal solution costs. In this section, we introduce three new tradeoff mechanisms with this property, namely the Relative Error Mechanism, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism and the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism.

6.1 Relative Error Mechanism

We can easily change the Absolute Error Mechanism of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT to a Relative Error Mechanism. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT now set the limits to $p$ times the maximum of the lower bounds $lb(r)$ and the $f$-values $f(r)$ of the root nodes $r\ [li := p \times max(lb(r), f(r))]$, where $p \geq 1$ is a user-specified relative error bound. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT still terminate once the limits (that are now equal to $p$ times the tightest lower bounds on the minimal solution costs) are no smaller than the upper bounds. Thus, although currently unproven, they should terminate with solution costs that are at most $p$ times larger than minimal or, equivalently, at most $(p - 1) \times 100$ percent larger than minimal, which is why we refer to this tradeoff mechanism as the Relative Error Mechanism. The guarantee of the Relative Error Mechanism with relative error bound $p$ is thus similar to the guarantee of the Absolute Error Mechanism with an absolute error bound $b$ that is equal to $p - 1$ times the minimal solution cost, except that the user does not need to know the minimal solution cost.

Figures 4(b) and 5(b) show execution traces of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT, respectively, with the Relative Error Mechanism with $p = 2$ for our example DCOP problem. For example, after ADOPT expands node $d$ in Step 3, the lower bound $[=11]$ of unexpanded child $h$ of node $e$ is no larger than the limit $[=12]$. ADOPT thus expands the child $[=h]$ with the smallest lower bound in Step 4. The limit is now no smaller than the upper bound and ADOPT terminates. However, after
ADOPT in Figure 4(a) expands node $d$ in Step 3, the lower bounds of all unexpanded children of node $d$ are larger than the limit. ADOPT backtracks repeatedly, expands node $c$ next and terminates eventually in Step 6. Thus, ADOPT with the Relative Error Mechanism with relative error bound $p = 2$ terminates two steps earlier than in Figure 4(a) but with a solution cost that is 2 larger.

### 6.2 Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism

The $h$-values should be as close as possible to the ideal $h$-values to minimize the runtimes of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT. We therefore multiply consistent $h$-values with a user-specified constant weight $c \geq 1$, which can result in them no longer being consistent, similar to what others have done in the context of A* where they could prove that A* is then no longer guaranteed to find cost-minimal solutions but is still guaranteed to find solutions whose costs are at most $c$ times larger than minimal [Pohl, 1970]. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT use no error bounds, that is, either the Absolute Error Mechanism with absolute error bound $b = 0$ or the Relative Error Mechanism with relative error bound $p = 1$. They terminate once the lower bounds of the root nodes (that can now be at most $c$ times larger than the minimal solution costs and thus, despite their name, are no longer lower bounds on the minimal solution costs) are no smaller than the upper bounds. Thus, although currently unproven, ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT should terminate with solution costs that are at most $c$ times larger than minimal. Therefore, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism has similar advantages as the Relative Error Mechanism but achieves them differently. The Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism inflates the lower bounds of branches of the search trees that are yet to be explored and thus makes them appear to be less promising, while the Relative Error Mechanism prunes all remaining branches once the early termination condition is satisfied.

Figures 4(c) and 5(c) show execution traces of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT, respectively, with the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism with constant weight $c = 2$ for our example DCOP problem. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding $h$-values, and Figure 2(c) shows the corresponding $f$-values. ADOPT terminates two steps earlier than in Figure 4(a) but with a solution cost that is 2 larger.

### 6.3 Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism

The $h$-values of agents higher up in the pseudo-tree are often less informed than the $h$-values of agents lower in the pseudo-tree. The informedness of $h$-values is defined as the ratio of the $h$-values and the ideal $h$-values. We run experiments using the same experimental formulation and setup as [Maheswaran et al., 2004; Yeoh et al., 2008] on graph coloring problems with 10 agents/vertices, density 2 and domain cardinality 3 to confirm this correlation. We use the preprocessing framework DP2 [Ali et al., 2005], that calculates the $h$-values by solving relaxed DCOP problems (that result from ignoring backedges) with a dynamic programming approach. DP2 was developed in the context of ADOPT but applies unchanged to BnB-ADOPT as well. Figure 6 shows the results. The y-axis shows the informedness of the $h$-values, and the x-axis shows the normalized depth of the agents in the pseudo-tree. The informedness of the $h$-values indeed increases as the normalized depth of the agents increases. Pearson's correlation coefficient shows a large correlation with $\rho > 0.85$. Motivated by this insight, we multiply consistent $h$-values with weights that vary according to the depths of the agents, similar to what others have done in the context of A* [Pohl, 1973]. We set the
weight of agent $x_i$ to $1 + (c - 1) \times (1 - d(x_i)/N)$, where $c$ is a user-specified maximum weight, $d(x_i)$ is the depth of agent $x_i$ in the pseudo-tree and $N$ is the depth of the pseudo-tree. This way, the weights decrease with the depth of the agents. Everything else is the same as for the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism. The resulting weights are no larger than the weights used by the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism with constant weight $c$. Thus, although currently unproven, ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT should terminate with solution costs that are at most $c$ times larger than minimal.

### 7 Experimental Results

We compare ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT with the Absolute Error Mechanism, the Relative Error Mechanism, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism and the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism. We use the DP2 preprocessing framework to generate the $h$-values. We run experiments using the same experimental formulation and setup as [Maheswaran et al., 2004; Yeoh et al., 2008] on graph coloring problems with 10, 12 and 14 agents/vertices, density 2 and domain cardinality 3; sensor network scheduling problems with 9 agents/sensors and domain cardinality 9; and meeting scheduling problems with 10 agents/meetings and domain cardinality 9. We average the experimental results over 50 DCOP problem instances each. We measure the runtimes in cycles [Modi et al., 2005] and normalize them by dividing them by the runtimes of the same DCOP algorithm with no error bounds. We normalize the solution costs by dividing them by the minimal solution costs. We vary the relative error bounds from 1.0 to 4.0. We use the relative error bounds both as the relative error bounds for the Relative Error Mechanism, the constant weights for the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism and the maximum weights for the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism. We pre-calculate the minimal solution costs and use them to calculate the absolute error bounds for the Absolute Error Mechanism from the relative error bounds.

Tables 1 and 2 tabulate the solution costs and runtimes of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT with the different tradeoff mechanisms. We set the runtime limit to be 5 hours for each DCOP algorithm. Data points for DCOP algorithms that failed to terminate within this limit are labeled 'N/A' in the tables. We did not tabulate the data for all data points due to space constraints.

Figure 7 shows the results on the graph coloring problems with 10 agents. We do not show the results on the graph coloring problems with 12 and 14 agents, sensor network scheduling problems and meeting scheduling problems since they are similar. Figures 7(a1) and 7(b1) show that the normalized solution cost increases as the relative error bound increases, indicating that the solution quality of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT decreases. The solution quality remains signif-
In this paper, we introduced three mechanisms that trade off the solution costs of DCOP algorithms for smaller runtimes, namely the Relative Error Mechanism, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism and the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism. These tradeoff mechanisms provide relative error bounds and thus complement the existing Absolute Error Mechanism, that provides only absolute error bounds. For ADOPT, the Relative Error Mechanism is similar in performance to the existing tradeoff mechanism but has the advantage that relative error bounds are often more desirable than absolute error bounds. For BnB-ADOPT, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism generally dominates the other proposed or existing tradeoff mechanisms in performance and is thus the preferred choice. This is a significant result since BnB-ADOPT has been shown to be faster than ADOPT by an order of magnitude on several DCOP problems [Yeoh et al., 2008] and our results allow one to speed it up even further.

### 8 Conclusions

Figure 8 plots the normalized runtime needed to achieve a given normalized solution cost. It compares ADOPT (top) and BnB-ADOPT (bottom) with the different tradeoff mechanisms on the graph coloring problems with 10 agents (left), sensor network scheduling problems (center) and meeting scheduling problems (right). For ADOPT, the Absolute Error Mechanism and the Relative Error Mechanism perform better than the other two mechanisms. However, the Relative Error Mechanism has the advantage over the Absolute Error Mechanism that relative error bounds are often more desirable than absolute error bounds. For BnB-ADOPT, on the other hand, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism performs better than the other three mechanisms. For example, on graph coloring problems with 10 agents, the normalized runtime needed to achieve a normalized solution cost of 1.05 is about 0.25 for the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism, about 0.30 for the Absolute Error Mechanism, about 0.35 for the Relative Error Mechanism and about 0.40 for the Non-Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism. This trend is consistent across the three DCOP problem classes. Thus, the Uniformly Weighted Heuristics Mechanism generally dominates the other proposed or existing tradeoff mechanisms in performance and is thus the preferred choice. This is a significant result since BnB-ADOPT has been shown to be faster than ADOPT by an order of magnitude on several DCOP problems [Yeoh et al., 2008] and our results allow one to speed it up even further.
we expect our tradeoff mechanisms to apply to other DCOP search algorithms as well since all of them perform search and thus benefit from using $h$-values to focus their searches.
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